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Press Release 
Summary: Image 
Checks brings 
the luxuries of 
summer to life 
with its new 
“Flip Flops” 
product suite. 
The new design 
features checks, 
address labels, 
personal contact cards, and a checkbook cover that bring the 
sand and sun to your daily banking routine!  

Press Release Body: Charming designs make the banking products 
offered by Image Checks stand out against those of other companies. 
The release of the “Flip Flops” design will further enhance the fun 
and lovable existing collection of personal financial accessories. 

July 2, 2008 marked the launch of “Flip Flops” by Image Checks 
through its website, www.imagechecks.com. The personal checks 
portray four rotating scenes that feature pastel backgrounds and 
matching flip flops. Around the flip flops, things like tropical flowers, 



drinks adorned with umbrellas, and sand toys float to create an 
accenting border. These warm weather sandals are also shown on the 
address labels in front of simple, summertime colors that accentuate 
them. Offering one lighthearted design, the personal contact cards 
present pink flip flops against a matching background with cool drinks 
dancing above them. Additionally, the checkbook cover is an 
appropriate sandy tone that helps show off the variety of flip flops on 
its front cover. 

Image Checks is always grabbing the attention of consumers with its 
brightly colored and enjoyable designs. The new “Flip Flops” design 
fits right into the collection and gives browsers a cheerful way to pay 
bills. 

About Image Checks: 
Since its acquisition in 1997, Image Checks has grown its assortment 
of financial accessories to include everyone’s taste. While offering 
many patterns and products to suit the interests of many personalities, 
Image Checks also offers top-stub check formats in all of its designs. 
Visit Image Checks and fall in love with one of the many unique 
designs!  

Web Site: http://www.imagechecks.com  

Contact Details: 1802 Fashion Court 
Joppa, MD 21085 
410-679-3300  

 


